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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. All I can say is Awesome!!
The staff was very friendly. The guy that helped us was OZ. He went above and beyond to assist
us with our purchase. He was very professional and answered all my queries. Thanks Oz for all
your help. Horrible salesman. The car had issues with the headlights and a clip was broken on
the top door panel. The salesman was not professional at all. He wanted me to do the paper
work first before letting me drive it. Once he did we talked numbers the price increase
tremendously. I had cash in hand. Do not buy from them. My experience with Import
Performance Sales has been exceptionally cordial and pleasant I highly recommend the sales
team there. I will be back Regards, Lou. Called and had set up a visit to his place of business to
view car. We test drove. Worked on a price. No pressure. Very friendly and helpful. We made a
deal. Happy so far Jeff quickly responds and makes a great no pressure deal with you. It was a
great experience and I have great car including a 30 day mile warranty for peace of mind! Very
responsive and respectful experience above and beyond in with regard to the questions I asked
him. He really a great and helpful humble gentleman. I would recommend and vouch for the
integrity of this dealership. The Dealer was great we did not end up getting the car due to the
distance and lack of time on our end, but the Dealer was very helpful. Very likeable guy great
conversations to put you at ease and not nake a stressful experience. Works well you with your
finances and very easy going. This is my first time getting a car and I'm glad I came here first. I
approve this message. I recommend here. It was not a pleasant experience at all. The customer
service is awful. My wife and I went in, and no one greeted us, or even help us. Kendall is one of
the absolute best dealerships around. I will be honest - I've had three separate issues at
Kendall. Kendall not only fixed the issues because of some front line mishaps, but also went
above and beyond for me as a customer. I will always have faith that Kendall will take care of me
as a customer and despite the major issues I've had, I know that I am in good hands and will be
returning. We drove an hour to test drive this vehicle. We had an 05 yukon xl that was totaled
and we were ready for another vehicle of the same standards. The salesman was very
knowledgeable about this vehicle and was very polite and helpful. We are very happy with the
experience we have had with De Anda Auto Sales. Jim was great and patient. Worked with us
very well and communicated very well. He was not pushy at all and very attentive to all our
questions and concerns. Thank you! Had a great experience buying an used car from our
salesman Mike. Would highly recommend Bose Motors to anyone looking for used cars. I went
back in and sentkn another request to get a call that the cat had sold. This is absolutely CRAZY
that the price dropped because when i spoke to dealership 2 weeks ago they said the jeep had
been sold. Not sure what to think but i would take my money else where People Shady!! Great
experience. Didn't end up buying, but Travis represented Diamond Auto Sales very well. Top
shelf car. The owner Evan and dealer Travis are legit. Love my purchase, great experience. The
third-generation LS sedan entered its second phase in , with several additions and revisions
beyond the redesign. The LS series had come a long way in several respects, including price.
New features included a 6-speed automatic transmission, Tiptronic shift gate, swiveling
headlights for turns and a moonroof. The LS was also equipped with clever new technologies
like the Pre-Collision system which detects possible collisions and adjusts the car for maximum
restraint and braking , distance-aware cruise control and the Smart Access keyless ignition.
Several new options were also available, including a rear backup camera, satellite radio, a Mark
Levinson stereo with position-optimized sound and improved hands-free capabilities for
navigation and Bluetooth. The LS series had faced some criticism regarding its lack of
athleticism, even though it was never intended to be such a car. Lexus did introduce a new
Sport Package in , which featured inch wheels, but this option did alter the performance. The LS
was powered by a 4. The 4,pound LS now sped from 0 to 60 mph in about 6 seconds. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Lexus LS listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. Private Seller: Dan. Albuquerque, NM Message Seller.
CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Douglas. Ridgeland, MS Message Seller. Private
Seller: Herman. Glendora, CA Message Seller. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Awesome
salesman, he was very informative and walked us step by step keeping in close contact the

entire time. Had initial contact, was prompt good ,then requested few more photos and was told
"will do" and suddenly just fell off radar, haven't heard back, oh well "easy come easy go "smh.
Drove to the address listed to see this vehicle and there was no car dealership there. Finally
responded to me via email days later after I already purchased a car. Didn't have a clear title of
the car, waiting on a new one but will not let me have the car even though the bank approved
the loan. Great experience. Picked up the car following day and feel I made the right decision.
Staff was extremely friendly, and provided outstanding customer service.. Thanks to team Star
Auto! Dealership followed up and appointment made. Although I didn't pick up the vehicle I had
looked at, the service rep was very friendly and courteous. Great customer service. Sign said
that they were open but no one was around to help us and building was locked. I spoke with the
internet sales girl and she was great. She handed my stuff to a salesman and that was the last I
heard about the vehicle. I bought a cash from this scoundrels dealership. Their customer
service is horrible! They lied about everything, from their advertising to delivering my title,
which I am still waiting on nearly two months after purchase. They even refused to extend my 30
day temp tag even though DMV suggested it. These people are pathetic! Complete
misrepresentation of vehicle. Had more miles, many paint scrapes, scratches. Paint also
bubbled up around fender wells. Tires barely pass inspection, would need replaced. Victoria has
been very up front on everything. She took video of the truck and sent it to me, answered all of
my questions, and explained the process of inspection in her state so I know what is required. I
will be picking up the vehicle this Saturday and hope the everything is as transparent and easy
going as Victoria has been. Dealer provided the information I requested and the vehicle was as
described. Great prices also. Very pleasant to work with great service and cars I had traveled to
buying a used car good place, sales folks are great. They made everything so easy and were
very kind and helpful. Would definitely buy from them again. The dealer responded to my
inquiry the same day. The listing was a great description of the car and the car was in site for us
to test drive. The staff is very friendly and accommodated our needs. I would buy from them
again and recommend them to my friends. I had a great experience. Awesome, I'm still talkin to
these people, they seem to just walk outside, and trip over Aleros. Shaw was extremely busy
but was able to manage to deal. I got a real good deal buying with cash. I did not buy because
car had too many tittle issues and accident and no time belt replaced yet. Contacted dealer said
car is not there any longer yet I'm still seeing ads for it, makes me think it is a bait car to get you
to call them. My dealer Muhammad was absolutely charming, fair, and transparent. Mohammed
and Mike gave me truthful information concerning this car.. They were very helpful getting it to
the barge and shipping it to Alaska as I had asked them to do.. I am pleased with our deal and
would recommend them highly.. They run an odd business. Not professionally run. While it was
still categorized as the fourth generation of the ES series, which began in , the renamed ES
announced the arrival of a larger engine. Other new features included larger side airbags,
additional power adjustments for the front passenger seat, and adjustable memory pedals. The
optional navigation system was also improved. A new 3. The ES's time dropped less than half a
second to 8. While the ES was a bit sluggish off the line, it was nicely propelled through the
higher gears. The offered a slight improvement at best. While drivers had most frequently
labeled the prior ESs as comfortable and reliable above all, many were starting to recognize that
the new model could also be marked by true luxury. The new ES featured several additional
creature comforts and conveniences, which were much appreciated by owners. The navigation
system, premium Mark Levinson stereo with an in-dash six disc changer, and abundant wood
and leather were all appearing regularly on lists of favorite features. One common complaint
was transmission hesitation during acceleration. The ES was still only available as an
automatic. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Lexus ES listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Private Seller: Anthony. CarGurus
Pay. CarGurus User. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year.
Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. We have several financing options available, and can
get you into your new car today. We accept trades, and will work with your payoff as well. We
have warranties available on all of our inventory. We have over 20 years experience in helping
folks save money and get into a ride they love! Welcome to Houston Direct Auto! We strive to

provide everyone with the highest level of customer service, quality cars, and competitive
pricing. We have a very large and diverse inventory- hundreds of vehicles of all types and for
every budget - we have something for everyone! We also offer dozens of financing options with
competitive rates! Visit us at WWW. COM or come and take a look in person. We have two
locations in Houston! Southwest Houston Location Jeanetta St. Our website will specify which
location the vehicle is located at. You can also give us a call at We would love the opportunity to
answer all of your questions- we are here to help! Best of all the price you see is the price you
pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed.
Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. As a convenient Chicago
Acura dealership, we encourage you to come in to test drive any new, preowned, certified or
used vehicles in our selection of inventory. We look forward to serving you! Odometer is miles
below market average! Proudly Serving The Northwest for 96 Years!!! Clean Title Lexus RX Only
Kmiles. Free 4months nationwide warranty included. Financing available at Come see why we
have the 1 deals in Ohio! Nobody can beat a Medina Price. We have the best lease deals in
Cleveland Ohio. We advertise with TAX included! We are 1 in OHIO for a reason! Buy with
confidence, this vehicle is AutoNation Certified and comes with an AutoNation warranty at no
additional charge. Our Certified technicians preform a point safety inspection on every vehicle
we offer. All of our Pre-Owned vehicles are backed by a 5 day mile money back guarantee. We
specialize in all types of finance options for every type of credit history. All trade-ins accepted
including motorcycles, no year or mile restrictions! We offer high quality pre -owned vehicles
that have gone through inspections by ASE certified technicians. The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new pair of tires! On almost any road condition,
this Lexus RX offers solid performance, reliability, and comfort. The RX has been lightly driven
and there is little to no wear and tear on this vehicle. The care taken on this gently used vehicle
is reflective of the ,mi put on this Lexus. Driven by many, but adored by more, the Lexus RX is a
perfect addition to any home. Call the Kendall Value Lot at With this exceptional SUV, you'll get
sport, utility, and comfort. Enjoy driving? Well now you will get more thrills behind the wheel
thanks to the heightened performance of AWD. Better handling. Better traction. Better driving
experience. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with low mileage.
This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Lexus RX If you're not happy
with your purchase, just bring it back for a full refund or exchange, plain and simple. Sensibility
and practicality define the Lexus RX ! Packed with features and truly a pleasure to drive! All of
the premium features expected of a Lexus are offered, including: adjustable headrests in all
seating positions, tilt steering wheel, and cruise control. Under the hood you'll find a 6 cylinder
engine with more than horsepower, and for added security, dynamic Stability Control
supplements the drivetrain. Our sales reps are knowledgeable and professional. We'd be happy
to answer any questions that you may have. We are here to help you. Please verify all
information and options with a sales representative. Easy Financing options for everyone.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Trim Base Engine Details Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. Know The Deal. Price Drop. No accidents. Frame damage. Showing 1 - 18 out of
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. My RX has been a great car. I love the body style which
continues to be attractive despite changes in the body style of newer models. It has been very
reliable. The car now has miles and with routine maintenance I expect it to last another , miles!
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

